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The report contains brief description of the main activity

stages for testing, evaluation and prediction of reliability factors

(including characteristics and factors of longevity) for ÏÏPP

operating equipment. Valves equipped with electric drive that are

installed in level control system of steam generator in WER-1000

reactor are taken as an example. Main emphasis is made on

classification o.f failures which had taken place during operation, on

detection of prevailing mechanisms of-ageing and on assessment of

operation factors of reliability and methods of their testing,

assessment and prediction. Principles of product ageing parameters

selection are briefly described as well as mathematic methods used

for quantitative assessment of products reliability factors according

to its operation data. The report includes considerations on

procedure of operating evaluation, testing and prediction of complex

unique equipment based on testing of state vectors path,

probabilities of defining parameters to be tested characterising

operabiliiy of set components within the assumed boundaries written

in design and operation documentation are components of the vectors

mentioned above.

At present in Russia (and in CIS countries) there has been

established the following approach to operation of power engineering

equipment operation during design lifetime in conditions and modes

of application defined in design and operation documentation. But

insufficient consideration was given to study problem how technical

state of equipment was changing at operation that is to ageing

problem. Quite recently there have been starting active developments

and attempts to introduce into operation practice different systems

and methods of evaluation and prediction of various equipment types

and systems technical state. However those activities in majority of

cases were performed independently and up to recent time weren't

coordinated properly. In this sense Joint effort under the industry

scientific and technical programs "Resource" and "Reliability" under

YKIIAES leadership should be certain use while resolving the above



High interest to problems of equipment ageing (aooording to our

opinion ageing is accumulation of irreversible changes in structural

materials and/or technical status of equipment resulting in reaching

limit state) is caused first of all by the fact that the lifetime of

operating first generation NPF either approached its design end or

already achieved it. It is also caused by the possibility to get

economic effect due to extending lifetime of equipment above that of

defined by the design with meeting of NPP safe operation requirements.

So one can distinguish several stages (Fig.1) when one makes

quantitative evaluation of lifetime characteristics of operating

equipment :
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structure process diagram analysis; operation experienoe in

particular, qualitative study of the processes taking place in

operation of equipment; classification of possible failures and

damage concerning operation data;

- selection and setting of assumed limit values of ageing parameter

(parameters), so such one (such ones) monitoring of which changing

during operation will allow not only record the accumulated

nonreversible changes in structure materials of equipment but

even implementing certain methods they will allow to perform

quantitative evaluation and prediction of reliability factors for the

concrete unit of equipment including lifetime characteristics, that

is the most responsible moment at solving tasks to evaluate and

forecast technical state;

- analysis of the existing operation data on reliability of the

product to be analyzed which availability determines type of

mathematical instrument which is to be used to carry out quantitative

evaluation of lifetime characteristics;

- selection of mathematical model and calculation of lifetime

characteristics.

Calculation of assumed limited values of ageing parameter (AP)

is rather complicated task. In some cases assumed limited values of

ÃP could be established by experts considering requirements of design

plans and specification (criteria of limiting state). Prom our point

of view it is more expedient to find such values considering



reliability requirements for each particular unit of non-linear

optimization task. The aiming function of this task is the

minimization of lose of generation of electric power and requirements

on safety (in particular frequency of core melting) are considered as

limitations.

In general case depending on availability of initial data while

evaluating and. prediction reliability factors of particular equipment

units the following approaches are applied:

- evaluation and prediction of reliability for equipment having

representation statistical data on operating time between failures

and restoration time is possible by using classical statistical

methods /1/;

- it is possible to apply Bias method for equipment for which such

statistical data are not available but there are similar data on

products-analogies. Engineer interpretation of the method above might

be the following one: "correction" of mean statistical (obtain .on

great set of similar products) reliability factors on operation daca

of particular unit /2/;

- assessment and forecasting of reliability factors for equipment riot

having statistical data mentioned above is carried out by applying an

approach called "physical statistical" (Pig.2).

This method consists in approximation of time drift of the

parameter characterising accumulation of non-reversible changes in

structural materials (ageing parameter - AP) by deterministic

functions or continuous Markovian diffusion process /3,4/.

Subsequently the task to attain the given boundary in the process is

solved. Time necessary for AP attain assumed limiting value is

considered time necessary to attain limiting state by equipment and

corresponding distribution is considered as lifetime.

These both procedures are described in detail in Reds /3,4,5/ and

main calculating formulas are given in Pig 3-

To illustrate it come results are given bellow. They were

obtained while evaluation and prediction technical condition of the

motor-driven valve installed in level control system in WER-1000

unit steam generator. Classification of failures for the valve

mentioned above is given in the Table. The data are given for 16

power Units for time period from 1980-1991 (Fig. 4) /6/.
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Number

of

valves

and

obser-

vation

time

64
at 16
units

1980 -
1991

Failure type and number of failures

~ during observation time

Dest-
ruc-
tion
of
matin
parts

56

Dest-
ruc-
tion
of
bear-
ing
the
unit

8

Break
down
of
mech.
con-
nect

104

Break
down
of
conn.
coup-
le
with
EM

41

Tight
move
sti-
cking

32

Damage
of seal
integ-
rity

65

Damage
of
integ-
rity
of
vessel
cover

26

Damage
of
integ-
rity

7

Fai-
lure
in
geo-
metr
size

7

Oth-
ers

45

Total 391

Analysing experience of the given detail operation one can note

that side by side with failures caused by mechanical interactions of

elements of valves structure (wear and destruction of mating parts,

destruction of bearing unit and so on), there are failures caused by

effect of temperature stresses (damage of vessel-cover joint

integrity and so on).

Results of other equipment operation confirm it. Since 1979 to

1991 in WER-440 nine Units there were recorded 21 case of welds

defects of vessel seal in 108 main stop valves caused by corrosion

metal cracking under stress. Therefore it's possible to conclude that

main prevailing mechanisms influencing technical condition of

equipment during operation are the following:

- mean caused by interaction of structures elements in operation

(impact loads increase if valves actuate);

- corrosion and mechanical damage under the effect of fatigue

stresses caused by condition of operation.

Taking into account all mentioned above the following factors can

be suggested as ageing parameters; value of residual fatigue

stresses, caused by temperature fluctuations; characteristics of

electric drive supply current change in time permitting to record the
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change of technical valve condition caused by established prevailing

mechanisms; parameters of failures and events flow.

Considering ageing mechanisms mentioned above for valves

equipped with electric drive and analyzing well-known procedures for

evaluation and prediction of technical equipment condition one can

assume that accumulated fatigue stresses in structural materials of

equipment might be rather sensitive and useful parameter contributing

in assessment of current technical valve condition in particular in

delay mode. It's known that longevity of electric equipment

components is caused not only by (and not only much) level acting

stresses but by their dynamic in operation.

At the same time analysis of valves operation results show that

percentage of failures caused by material destruction at interaction

of the moving parts is rather significant.

Change of geometric sizes of the moving mating parts and efforts

needed for actuation striking and so on, leads surely to change of

nature and value of electric motor supply current in time. So in case

of increasing efforts required for actuation start-up current of

electric motor is sure to increase. It's possible to carry out

evaluation and forecasting of technical condition of valves with

electric drive if in operation under control one defines assumed

values of start-up current (in many cases this value is given in

specifications) and if one regulates dynamics of its change applying

procedures given earlier. Another value sensitive to change for

instance to change of moving parts geometric sizes is the time needed

that electric motor supply current reached nominal. The time will

sure be changed if sizes gaps and damages of moving parts increase.

It is generally known that the indicated parameters are rather

sensitive to such types of failures as:

- wear and destructive of the moving parts;

- damage of bearing joint;

- damage of connections in reduction gear;

- damage of connection of coupling between reduction gear and

electric motor, striking and so on.

It should be noted that two last parameters of ageing mentioned

above permit to identify changes of geometric sises, efforts at
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actuation and во on which, might not oause failures (relative high

sensitivity). It is considered to be important while performing

evaluation and forecasting of lifetime. —

Availability of sufficient statistics on failures and recovery

work for the considered valve permits to apply classical statistical

methods of its reliability factors forecasting and evaluation.

Control, evaluation and prediction of technioal state of

particular equipment unit in operation can be performed without them

by applying the following procedure.

Observation (surveillance time of operation to be under control)

is divided into equal rather long intervals (for example, one year).

It is assumed that parameter of failure intensity (model of Poisson

non-stationary process is accepted where failure intensity parameter

is piecewise constant in the time interval) is constant in each time

interval. Failure intensity parameter is calculated in each interval

(if operating time and number of failures are known in the given

interval) and comparison is made with assumed values (control) and

time required to reach limiting assumed value is calculated

(evaluation and prediction) according to the procedures described

above.

Operating evaluation of technical state ofreliable equipment

is of great interest.

Methods of classic statistics aren't effeotive to solve such

task. According to our point of view physical statistical method is

more suitable for it.

Operating evaluation and prediction of technical valve state (or

other complicated unique NPP equipment) is probability by the

parameters (measured and indirect ones) including diagnostic or ageing

parameters, tested at operation.

Get's assume that parameterstested in operation define completely

operability of valve components (elements of itB structural logical

diagram). Legitimacy of the lastassumption is confirmed in particular

by structural process analysisof V-320 Unit reliability made in /9/

where there are calculatedparameters and their values allowing to

identify technical state ofthe valve and its components.
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Suppose that we have a complex system (a valve in this case)

consisting of N components. Assume that:

- component failures (or change in the current status) are

indecentdent; behavior (technical condition) of each component is

described by the status vector A- = {P
1
 • (t), ,P .(t) }, where

P
4
 • are the values defined by the parameters being monitored during

operation;

- component failure occurs when at least one of the P. • vector

constituents exceeds the permissible limits;

- parameters describing behavior of each component are specified in

the design, operational and other technical documentation and

monitored independently;

- the vector constituents are the probabilities

parameters to remain in the permissible limits,

then parameter values characterising technical

components and the system in the time period

inspection time t, are defined from:

of thecontrolled

status

of dt

of the

following

n.
P

i
(t+dt) = П

(i)
(t+dt)

N
rij
i

P(t+dt) = п П
i=13=1

,(i)(t+dt)

(1)

(2)

where t is time of the technical status inspection;

nj - number of the д - component controlled parameters describing its

technical status;

N - number of the system components;

P.(t+dt) - parameter characterizing unchanging of the i - component

(i=1...N) technical status;

P
v
V(t+dt) - probabilities of the controlled parameters to remain in

the permissible limits;

P(t+dt) - parameter oharaoterizing unchanging of the system technical

status.

Thus, component and system status can be identified by

expressions (1) and (2), using trajectories of N components status

vectors Changs in time. Vector constituents are defined as



probabilities of the controlled parameters to remain in the assigned

limits during operation.

Let's dwell on the procedure and algorithmsof defining vector

constituents.

There are two consistent approaches to monitoring the controlled

parameters.

The first one is based upon approximation by the known determined

functions and involves the following. With the gradual change of the

controlled parameters during operation caused by ageing process and

the known distribution densities, probability of a parameter to

remain in the permissible limits can be calculated for any moment of

time using /8/.

Probability of the parameter to exceed the permissible limits is

proportion to the density distribution function area situated beyond

these limits. Assume that density distribution principle does not

change with time; realization of distribution density and its moment

function, being an approximation of the density distribution

parameters in time, changes in a monotonous fashion; at the initial

moment (inspection moment t) values of the controlled parameters are

within the permissible limits, then probability of a parameter to

exceed the limits during dt time is defined from /8/:

P(t+dt) =
[dq(Y.t)

dt

,Y=b

'Y=a

where q(Y,t) is a moment function approximating density distribution

parameters in time; Ь,э are permissible limits of the Y parameters

change.

Рог the normal density distribution and one-sided boundary

(supposition about monotonicity) we have /8/:

P(t+dt) =
2O

y
(t) dt

(3)
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where m (t) and a (t) are the functions of mathematical expectation

and mean square deviation of y(t) parameter being controlled during

operation.

To calculate the probability of a controlled parameter to exceed

the permissible limits at t+dt time we need to know moment functions

approximating the mit) and o (t) curves. Approximating the change of

mathematical expectation anddispersion of the technological process

parameters (obtained during operation) by the known moment functions

(power, linear, exponentialand combination of these) obtain

probability of a controlledparameter to exceed the permissible limits

within dt time from expression /3/. Then, from expression (1) find

parameters P-(t+dt) characterising component technicalstatus; and

from expression (2) obtain parameter P(t+dt) characterizing system

technical status.

While implementing the above algorithms for the specific

limits of P^(t+dt) and P(t+dt) change should be specified,

allows to identify technical status of components and systems.
rena/li л+ "î r\Y\ non Ьр

cases,

which

Then,
rtVim т л о ! e + o "í

The second approach uses representation of the technical status

monotonous change (and, of course, controlled parameters defining

component technical status) by the continuous Markovian diffusion

process (CMDP), obtaining its parameters (drift and diffusion

coefficients) and calculating probabilities of non-exceeding the

permissible limit CMDP within dt time from expression [4]:

adt-[c- 2a[c-m,At)]

ь

adt+[c-

where A(z) = J exp(-x /2)dx is the tabulated Laplace function;
-/2% -co

ni (t) - estimate of the oontiolled parameter mathematical expectation

function value at time t; с - boundary value of the parameter; a and

b - estimates of the CMDP drift and diffusion coefficients.

Similarly, vector constituents are found from expression (1 ) and

(2) - parameters characterizing component and system technical status,

and then assessment and prediction of the technical status isd one.
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The above algorithms can be implemented using soft and hardware
directly at the plants.

Finally it should be noted that_ the above techniques do not
exclude the possibility to use other techniques allowing to identify
NPP equipment technical status as well as assess and predict
reliability indicators in accordance with the described approaches.
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Stages of activity on Monitoring
Assessment, Prediction and Control of NPP

Faciloty Service dife.

1. Determination of the predaminant deteoration of the base
of analysis of its contructive-technological scheme, of
operating practice particularly in qualitative studies of
process during operating, ofinservice data classification of
potential failures and damages.

2. Choosing the deterioration parameter (or parameters) and
establishing its (their) tolerable value. Not only does this
parameter allow to record accumulated irreversible
changining the constructional materials of equipment during
operating but it is also used in certain methods in order to
estimate quantitatibly the indexes of reliability and to predict
them. That performance includes the service life as well
which is the main point of estimating and predicting
technical condition of equipment.

3. Analysis of available operating data concerning reliability
of studied device in order to pick up the mathematic mode
that could be use for quantitative estimation of ageing
characteristic.

4. Choosing mathematic method and calculation of the
ageing characteristic.

in-



Components reliability
control, estimation and

forecast

Analysis of existing
operational data

Large amount of Small amount
statistical informationof statistical information
on failure and repairs on failurei and repairs

No statistical
information on

failure and repairs

Methods of classical
statistics: choice of
distribution for the
moment when limit
condition is reached
and estimation of its

param Mers

Bayesian estimation
based on analogous

equipment

Fhisycal — statistical
m odels

i
Relay

W aibull

Analysis of
construction and
technological
process— choice
of Ageing Parameter

Lognormal

fE(A) =

XP(E/Ak)P(Ak)

_ P(E/A) f(A)
P(E/A) f(A)dA

Approxim ation

D e t e r -
ministic
function

Conti-
nuous
M arkovian
Diffusion
Process

Methods of reliability control, estimation and forecast for
NPP equipment and ways of their realization



Approximation of variation of ageing parameter Y
by diterministic functions

Mfí]

= a+JJt

where a, p\ у, OÙ -regress equation coefficients, are defineded by the conditiont D[Y]-»min
D[Y]-variation of experimental data from regress line,
M[T]-expectation of the time of tolerance boundary У ц т by the parameter Y

Approximation of variation of ageing parameter Y by
continuous Markovian diffusion process

where A.B-coeffidents of drift and diffusion of Markovian diffusion proccess,

*ы

my(ti)-estimation of mathematical expectation of the random process Y at the moment of time t;

DY(tj)-estimation of the dispersion of the random process Y at the moment of time t;

Y]jm, Y()-tolerable and initial value of the parameter Y;

M[T}jrn], DfTlinJ-mathematical expectation and despersion of the time of tolerance value
reaching by the parameter.



Classification of failures of valves 958—400—Э

Number
of

valves
and

observed
period

64,
1980-

1991

Classification of failure and their total quantity
over observed period

Destruc
tion of
conjug

ated
detals

56

Destnic
tion
of

bearing
tem

8

Destruc
tion
of

median
ical

oints

104

Viola -
. tion

of
torque
switch
joints

with el.
motor

41

Valve
Seizyre

32

Viola-
tion
of

gland
seal

leak-
tigh-
tness

65

Viola-
tion
of

leak-
tigh-
tness
lid—

vessel

26

Viola-
tion
of

leak-
tigh —
tness

7

Viola-
tion
of

geome
trical
sizes

7

Other

45

Total 391

Dominant process:
• Wear caused by interaction of moving parts;
• Corrosion and mechanical destructions under fatigue stresses caused

by operational conditions.

Control methods
a) Control of the value of fatigue stresses, caused by temperature

pulsations;
b) Characteristics of variation of feeding current with time.

Fig.4. Classification of failures and dominant ageing process
for valve 958 - 400 - Э.


